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Simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers provide a reliable tool for the identification of accessions and the con‐
struction of genetic linkage maps because of their co-dominant inheritance. In the present study, we devel‐
oped new SSR markers with next-generation sequencing using the Roche 454 GS FLX+ platform. Five
hundred SSR primer sets were tested for the genetic identification of pineapple, including 100 each for the
di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, and hexa-nucleotide motif SSRs. In total, 160 SSR markers successfully amplified
fragments and exhibited polymorphism among accessions. The SSR markers revealed the number of alleles
per locus (ranging from 2 to 13), the expected heterozygosity (ranging from 0.041 to 0.823), and the observed
heterozygosity (ranging from 0 to 0.875). A total of 117 SSR markers with tri- or greater nucleotide motifs
were shown to be effective at facilitating accurate genotyping. Using the SSR markers, 25 accessions were
distinguished genetically, with the exception of accessions ‘MD-2’ and ‘Yonekura’. The developed SSR
markers could facilitate the establishment of efficient and accurate genetic identification systems and the con‐
struction of genetic linkage maps in the future.
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Introduction

The pineapple, Ananas comosus (L.) Merr., is one of the
most economically important fruit species globally. Pine‐
apples are cultivated primarily in tropical and subtropical
regions, and global production was approximately 27.4 mil‐
lion tonnes (Mt) in 2017 (http://fao.org/faostat/). Countries
with the highest pineapple production included Costa Rica
(3.05 Mt), the Philippines (2.67 Mt), and Brazil (2.25 Mt),
followed by other countries in tropical or subtropical
regions. The pineapple belongs to the family Bromeliaceae,
which includes approximately 2,000 species, most of which
are epiphytic or ornamental plants (Morton 1987). Prior to
European involvement, genus Ananas was distributed
around northern South America. In the 19th century, the
‘Smooth Cayenne’ cultivar was introduced to Europe from
French Guiana and subsequently distributed to tropical and
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subtropical regions around the globe. Currently, ‘Smooth
Cayenne’ has been displaced in the international fresh
produce market by the variety ‘MD-2’ (Coppens d’
Eeckenbrugge et al. 2018). In Japan, breeding program has
sought to produce a pineapple variety for fresh consump‐
tion. To date, eight cultivars have been bred at Okinawa
Prefectural Agricultural Research Center (OPARC) (Ogata
et al. 2016). Breeding of elite cultivars in the future will
require the improvement of agronomic traits and character‐
istics such as fruit quality. The establishment of advanced
breeding systems will be critical to the efficient develop‐
ment of new elite cultivars (Ogata et al. 2016). DNA profil‐
ing is expected to be useful in the development of efficient
breeding systems in pineapples, particularly to protect the
rights of plant breeders and to accelerate breeding via DNA
marker-assisted selection (MAS).

To date, several types of DNA markers have been devel‐
oped, including restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) marker (Duval et al. 2001, 2003), random-
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) marker (Ruas et al.
1995, 2001), amplified fragment length polymorphism
(AFLP) marker (Kato et al. 2004, Paz et al. 2005), and
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simple sequence repeat, microsatellite (SSR) marker (Carlier
et al. 2012, Feng et al. 2013, Shoda et al. 2012). Among
the DNA marker types listed above, SSR markers have sev‐
eral key advantages due to their high levels of polymor‐
phism, multiple alleles, and co-dominance (Ellegren 2004).
SSR markers have been applied extensively in population
genetics, molecular breeding, and paternity test studies
(Ellegren 2004). Numerous markers have been developed,
including 18 EST-SSR markers developed by Wöhrmann
and Weising (2011), 18 SSR markers developed by Shoda
et al. (2012), 32 SSR markers developed by Carlier et al.
(2012), 18 SSR markers developed by Feng et al. (2013),
and 2 SSR markers developed by Urasaki et al. (2015).

DNA markers have previously been used to construct
genetic linkage maps in pineapples (Carlier et al. 2004,
2006, 2012, Sousa et al. 2013). These genetic linkage maps
are composed of 157 to 741 DNA markers, with 32% to
86% map coverage (Leitao 2018). Although the number of
markers used and the coverage of such genetic linkage
maps are extensive, co-dominant type DNA markers such
as SSR and cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence
(CAPS) remain scarce. For example, 37 SSR markers and 8
CAPS markers were reported in 741 DNA markers by
Sousa et al. (2013) based on a genetic linkage map. The
DNA markers were primarily dominant types, such as
RAPD, sequence-characterized amplified region (SCAR),
AFLP, and inter-simple sequence repeat (ISSR) types,
which all exhibit relatively low reproducibility and trans‐
ferability. The development of additional SSR markers
would facilitate the construction of more accurate and
widely transferable genetic linkage maps. Such genetic
linkage maps are also expected to facilitate quantitative
trait loci (QTL) analyses and the development of selection
markers for DNA MAS. To date, piping (P) and spiny-tip
(S) loci have been revealed as phenotype-determining loci
in pineapples, and their selective markers (PLST1_SSR and
STLST1-CAP) are the only DNA markers applicable in
MAS (Urasaki et al. 2015). To facilitate further develop‐
ment of DNA markers linked to other useful MAS traits,
novel QTLs or responsible gene loci of qualitative traits
must be identified. Consequently, additional DNA markers
necessary for the construction of dense linkage maps for
QTL analysis will need to be developed.

It is critical to develop SSR markers with motifs of tri- or
greater nucleotide repeats with high polymorphism among
current pineapple accessions for the identification of future
accessions. SSR markers with di-nucleotide motifs often
exhibit stutter fragments (which are generated by the slip‐
page of Taq DNA polymerase during PCR) and present
challenges to the scoring of alleles (Diwan and Cregan
1997, Harker 2001, Litt et al. 1993). The use of tri- or more
nucleotide motif SSR markers with greater polymorphism
is therefore likely to provide more accurate and efficient
identification of accessions. Although SSR markers have
previously been used to assess genetic diversity or identify
pineapple accessions (Lin et al. 2015, Shoda et al. 2012,

Wang et al. 2017, Wöhrmann and Weising 2011), most of
the SSR markers used were of di-nucleotides.

In recent years, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
analyses have provided large-scale sequence information,
and NGS has facilitated efficient SSR identification and
DNA marker development (Zalapa et al. 2012). In the
present study, we performed large-scale development of
SSR markers for genetic identification using NGS data.
The characteristics of the SSR markers were developed
using di- to hexa-nucleotide motifs and were examined
using 25 different pineapple accessions.

Materials and Methods

Plant material and DNA extraction
The 25 accessions used in this study included seven

cultivars from OPARC, Nago Branch, Okinawa, Japan, and
18 foreign accessions introduced from the USA, Brazil,
Taiwan, and Australia (Table 1). Among the accessions, 22
were A. comosus var. comosus accessions, 2 were wild vari‐
eties (A. comosus var. bracteatus and A. comosus var.
ananassoides introduced from Brazil), and one was a
hybrid variety between A. comosus var. ananassoides and
A. comosus var. comosus. DNA extraction was performed
using DNeasy plant mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany)
according to manufacturer’s instructions.

NGS analysis
The genomic DNA of ‘N67-10’ was sheared through

nebulization (600 to 900-bp length) and amplified by emul‐
sion PCR. Two single-read pyrosequencing runs were per‐
formed using 454 GS FLX+ genome sequencer (Roche
Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland). The sequencing data
obtained through this process were registered as DRA
accession no. DRR174973 and used for SSR marker devel‐
opment.

SSR detection and SSR marker development
SSR detection was performed using a Microsatellite

Identification Tool (Thiel et al. 2003). SSRs were defined as
more than 10 to 20 repeats for the di-nucleotide motif, 5 to
15 repeats for the tri-nucleotide motif, and 5 to 10 repeats
for tetra-, hexa-, and penta-nucleotide motifs. For the di-
nucleotide motif, 19 SSRs of AC/GT motif, 24 of AT/TA
motif, and 57 of AG/CT motif were randomly selected and
applied for PCR primer designing. For greater than tri-
nucleotide motifs, 100 PCR primers were designed based
on randomly selected SSRs. PCR primers were designed
using BatchPrimer3 (http://batchprimer3.bioinformatics.
ucdavis.edu) using the default settings for picking a primer
(You et al. 2008). PCR primers were designed on the sides
of SSRs with 10 to 20 repeats for di-nucleotide motifs, 5 to
15 repeats for tri-nucleotide motifs, and 5 to 10 repeats for
tetra-, penta- and hexa-nucleotide motifs. Subsequently,
amplified regions for the designed SSR markers were
searched against each other using BLAST to identify and
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eliminate redundant SSR markers (https://www.blast.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).

Genotyping on the 25 accessions in Table 1 was per‐
formed for 500 SSR markers, which consisted of 100 SSR
markers for each di- to hexa-nucleotide motif. SSR-PCR
amplification was performed in a 10-μL reaction mixture
containing 5 μL of GoTaq Master Mix, including GoTaq
DNA Polymerase (Promega, USA), 5 pmol FAM-labeled
universal primer (5ʹ-FAM-GCTACGGACTGACCTCGGA
C-3ʹ), 2.5 pmol forward and reverse primer (unlabeled), and
5 ng of template DNA. The “GCTACGGACTGACCTCGG
AC” nucleotide sequence was added to the 5ʹ ends of the
forward primers as a universal label in order to obtain
FAM-labeled PCR products. For reverse primers, the
“GTTTCTT” nucleotide sequence was added to the 5ʹ end
of reverse primers as pig-tailing (Brownstein et al. 1996) to
enhance adenylation and to facilitate accurate genotyping.
The DNA was amplified in 35 cycles of 94°C for 1 min,
55°C for 1 min, 72°C for 2 min, and a final extension of
5 min at 72°C. The amplified PCR products were separated
and detected in a PRISM 3130xl DNA sequencer (Applied
Biosystems, USA). The sizes of the amplified bands were

scored against internal-standard DNA (400HD-ROX,
Applied Biosystems, USA) using GeneMapper (Applied
Biosystems, USA). When fragment patterns exhibited two
or more peaks detected among 25 accessions, no amplifica‐
tion pattern in less than 6 accessions, and polymorphism
detected among 25 accessions, they were considered to be
successful SSR markers.

SSR marker genotyping data analysis
The number of alleles (Na), expected heterozygosity

(He), and observed heterozygosity (Ho) at single-locus SSR
markers in the tested pineapple cultivars were calculated
using Marker Toolkit (Fujii et al. 2008). He was calculated
from the allele frequencies using the unbiased formula 1 –
 Σpi2 (1 ≤ i ≤ m), where m is the number of alleles at the tar‐
get locus and pi is the allele frequency of the ith allele at the
target locus. Ho was calculated as the ratio of the heterozy‐
gous genotypes scored at each locus. MinimalMarker (Fujii
et al. 2013) was used to identify minimal marker subsets
for distinguishing the 25 accessions.

Table 1. Pineapple accessions used in this study

Accession name Parentage Variant Origin Type

N67-10 selection from Hawaiian Smooth
Cayenne A. comocsus var. comosus bred by OPARC-Nagoa cultivar

Soft Touch Hawaiian Smooth Cayenne × I-43-880 A. comocsus var. comosus bred by OPARC-Nagoa cultivar

Haney Bright Mitsubishi Smooth
Cayenne × I-43-908 A. comocsus var. comosus bred by OPARC-Nagoa cultivar

Summer Gold Cream Pineapple × McGregor ST-1 A. comocsus var. comosus bred by OPARC-Nagoa cultivar
Yugafu Cream Pineapple × HI101 A. comocsus var. comosus bred by OPARC-Nagoa cultivar
Gold Barrel Cream Pineapple × McGregor ST-1 A. comocsus var. comosus bred by OPARC-Nagoa cultivar
Julio Star N67-10 × Cream Pineapple A. comocsus var. comosus bred by OPARC-Nagoa cultivar

Tainung No. 11 (Smooth Cayenne × Mouritius) 
× Smooth Cayenne A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from Taiwan cultivar

Tainung No. 17 Smooth Cayenne × Rough A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from Taiwan cultivar
MD-2 58-1184 × 59-443 A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from USA cultivar
A882 Ripely Queen × Puerto Rico A. comocsus var. comosus unknown breeding line
Bogor Smooth Cayenne × Singapore Spanish A. comocsus var. comosus unknown breeding line
Yonekura unknown A. comocsus var. comosus unknown breeding line
HI101 unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from USA breeding line
Red Spanish unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from Brazil indigenous
McGregorST-1 unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from Australia indigenous
Seijyo Cayenne unknown A. comocsus var. comosus intoduced from Taiwan indigenous
Cream Pineapple unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from USA indigenous
Cheese Pine unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from USA indigenous
Papuri Vaupes Colombia unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from USA indigenous
I-43-880 unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from Brazil indigenous
Santa Marta No. 1 unknown A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from USA indigenous
A.comosus var. ananassoides unknown A. comocsus var. ananasoides introduced from Brazil indigenous
A.comosus var. bracteatus unknown A. comocsus var. bracteatus introduced from Brazil indigenous
A. comosus var. ananassoides 
× Rondon

A. comosus var. ananassoides 
× Rondon

A. comocsus var. ananasoides 
× A. comocsus var. comosus introduced from USA indigenous

a OPARC-Nago: Okinawa Prefectural Agricultural Research Center Nago.
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Correspondence with pineapple genome SSR marker se‐
quences

Each SSR marker was matched to a corresponding
pineapple genome sequence (Ming et al. 2015) using a
BLASTn search for SSR marker amplified sequences
against pineapple genome sequences (Ming et al. 2015)
with an E-value < 1.0E-4.

Results

Identification of SSRs from Roche 454 GS FLX+ data
We obtained sequence data for identifying SSRs and

developing SSR markers. The obtained sequence data
included 1,340,605 reads with an average length of
1,023 bp and a total base of 1.37 Gb, approximately 2.6-
fold greater than the estimated size of the pineapple
genome, 520 Mb. For the development of SSR markers, 10
to 20 repeats for di-nucleotide motifs, 5 to 15 for tri-
nucleotide motifs, and 5 to 10 for tetra- to hexa-nucleotide
motifs were the target SSRs for SSR marker development.
We identified 111,671 target SSRs from a total of 454 GS
FLX+ sequences (Table 2, Supplemental Tables 1–5). The
AG/CT motif was dominant among the detected SSRs, and
the GC/CG motif was scarce in di-nucleotide SSRs. As the
number of repeats decreased, the number of SSRs detected
increased in di- to hexa-nucleotide motifs. This tendency
was predominant in the greater nucleotide motifs. Notably,
the majority of the SSRs detected in the hexa-nucleotide
motif were of 5 to 6 repeats, accounting for 93% of all
hexa-nucleotide motif SSRs.

Table 2. Identified target SSR numbers in FLX+ sequence in
pineapple

Repeat motif Number of
target repeats

No. of target SSRs
in FLX+ sequence

Di-nucleotide 10–20 44,564
Tri-nucleotide 5–15 56,313
Tetra-nucleotide 5–10 7,578
Penta-nucleotide 5–10 1,540
Hexa-nucleotide 5–10 1,676
Total 111,671

SSR marker development and calculation of the number
of alleles, expected heterozygosity, and observed heterozy‐
gosity

We designed 500 SSR markers from the 454 GS FLX+
sequence data, including 100 SSR markers each for the di-
to the hexa-nucleotide motifs. The amplification stability
and the polymorphisms of the SSR markers were examined
against 25 accessions, revealing 160 relevant SSR markers.
These showed stable amplification with polymorphisms
across 25 accessions. Conversely, 301 markers exhibited
unstable or no amplification, and 39 markers did not show
polymorphism across 25 accessions. The 160 SSR marker
characteristics and the established genotypes are listed in
Supplemental Tables 6 and 7. The average repeat numbers
in established SSR markers were 13.4 in di-nucleotide
motif, 6.5 in tri-nucleotide motif, 5.4 in tetra-nucleotide
motif, 5.4 in penta-nucleotide motif, and 5.3 in hexa-
nucleotide motif. Established SSR markers were distributed
throughout the pineapple genome (Supplemental Fig. 1).
SSR markers with di-nucleotide motifs showed the highest
success rate among the established SSR markers, as well as
the greatest mean Na, He, and mean fragment length differ‐
ence among alleles (Table 3). Na ranged from 2 at 13 of the
loci (TsuAc238, TsuAc240, TsuAc253, TsuAc255,
TsuAc257, TsuAc260, TsuAc266, TsuAc274, TsuAc276,
TsuAc283, TsuAc287, TsuAc296, and TsuAc338) to 12 at
one of the loci (TsuAc264), with an average value of 4.63
(Supplemental Table 6). The value of He ranged from
0.041 at TsuAc257 and TsuAc274, to 0.823 at TsuAc264,
with an average value of 0.513 (Supplemental Table 6).
The value of Ho ranged from 0 at 3 loci (TsuAC216,
TsuAC253, and TsuAC276) to 0.875 at 2 loci (TsuAC201
and TsuAC290), with an average value of 0.476 (Supple‐
mental Table 6). Variance in mean fragment length among
alleles was relatively low in di- and tri-nucleotide motifs,
and high in tetra- to hexa-nucleotide motifs (Table 3). Null
alleles were found in 19 SSR markers (Supplemental
Table 7). Since null alleles could only be detected when
homozygous, it is possible that null alleles might have been
included in homozygous of some alleles. Among the tested
accessions, ‘Yonekura’ and ‘MD-2’ could not be distin‐
guished from each other because all of the SSR marker
genotypes between ‘Yonekura’ and ‘MD-2’ were identical
(Supplemental Table 7). All of the 25 tested accessions

Table 3. Characteristics of newly developed SSR markers for each repeat motif. Na: number of alleles, He: expected heterozygosity, Ho: ob‐
served heterozygosity

Repeat motif No. of examined
markers

No. of established
markers Na (mean) He (mean) Ho (mean) Mean fragment length

difference among allele (bp)

Di-nucleotide 100 43 5.72 0.603 0.526 3.32
Tri-nucleotide 100 35 4.17 0.445 0.393 3.16
Tetra-nucleotide 100 31 4.03 0.465 0.448 3.91
Penta-nucleotide 100 27 4.48 0.513 0.474 3.97
Hexa-nucleotide 100 24 4.75 0.537 0.537 4.97
Total 500 160 4.63 0.513 0.476 3.76
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could be differentiated from each other with the using of
five combinations of two markers based on at least one
difference in SSR genotype (TsuAc191 and TsuAc282,
TsuAc205 and TsuAc264, TsuAc229 and TsuAc292,
TsuAc230 and TsuAc290, and TsuAc282 and TsuAc343),
with the exception of ‘Yonekura’ and ‘MD-2’.

Correspondence of SSR markers for pineapple genome
Each SSR marker was aligned to the pineapple genome

sequence; 147 markers were aligned between LG01 and
LG25 (pseudo-molecules of the pineapple genome), 11
markers were aligned to scaffolds, and 2 markers,
TsuAC303 and TsuAC321, were not aligned to the pine‐
apple genome (Supplemental Table 6).

Discussion

In the present study, we developed SSR markers using the
Roche 454 GS FLX+ platform and used this data to iden‐
tify accessions. In total, we developed 160 SSR markers
with di- to hexa-nucleotide motifs, revealing their Na, He,
Ho, and we developed minimal subsets for distinguishing
25 accessions with no distinction between the ‘Yonekura’
and ‘MD-2’ accession.

Detected SSRs from 454 GS FLX+ sequences showed
lower frequencies of AT/TA motifs relative to the pineapple
genome sequence (Ming et al. 2015). The genome
sequence of pineapple included 25,367 AT/TA motif SSRs
which occupied about 51% of di-nucleotide motifs, while
AT/TA motifs occupied about 34% of di-nucleotide motifs
in this study. This difference could have been induced by
sequencing bias of 454 GS FLX+. In this study, the AT/TA
motif displayed a low success rate (6 out of 24 markers,
25%) of SSR marker establishment while the AG/CT motif
displayed a high success rate (33 out of 57 markers, 59%).
This result might be due to PCR amplification stability,
because AT rich regions tend to be difficult to amplify by
PCR. Similarly, because emulsion PCR was performed
during the construction of the sequencing library, amplifi‐
cation bias of di-nucleotide microsatellite regions might be
occurred and biased the relative frequencies of the motifs.

Di-nucleotide and tri-nucleotide motif frequencies in mono‐
cotyledon species (Qin et al. 2015) were similar to those of
pineapple. Among the di-nucleotide motifs, the AT/TA motif
showed a rising trend with the increase of repeat number in
plants. Frequencies of repeat motifs of monocotyledon
species with 10 repeats were 30 to 55% of AT/TA (40% in
pineapple), 30 to 55% of AG/GC (53% in pineapple), 10 to
20% of AC/GT (6% in pineapple), and 0 to 1% of GC/CG
(0.4% in pineapple) (Qin et al. 2015). In dicotyledon
species, 60 to 70% of AT/TA and 20 to 30% of AG/CT
motif frequencies were observed. In pineapple, although
AC/GT repeats had a relatively low frequency when com‐
pared to other monocotyledon species, the SSR motif fre‐
quency trend was similar to that of other monocotyledons.

Previously, SSR markers were primarily developed using

di-nucleotide motifs (Carlier et al. 2012, Feng et al. 2013,
Shoda et al. 2012, Urasaki et al. 2015, Wöhrmann and
Weising 2011). Tri- or more nucleotide motif SSR markers
often yield fewer stutter fragments, and their neighbor al‐
leles are more easily separated from each other as com‐
pared to di-nucleotide motif SSR markers (Cipriani et al.
2008, Diwan and Cregan 1997). We observed a similar ten‐
dency in developed SSR markers. While di-nucleotide
motifs amplified unexpected stutter fragments, tri- to hexa-
nucleotide SSR markers clearly amplified the target frag‐
ments (Supplemental Fig. 2). In addition, SSR markers
with motifs of tetra- to hexa-nucleotide repeats showed
larger mean fragment length differences among alleles.
These characteristics have been noted to be preferable for
accurate genotyping. In the interest of establishing accurate
and efficient systems for genetic identification, several key
factors were considered. First, null alleles were not
observed in accessions, because none of the amplification
results were indistinguishable from PCR failure. We did,
however, find homozygous null alleles when no amplifica‐
tion was observed. Specific homozygous alleles could not
be distinguished from a heterozygous expression of that
allele and a null allele. Cross-breeding progeny of acces‐
sions would likely occur homozygous for the null allele,
and although breeding was not used in this study, we indi‐
cate nonetheless that SSR markers including null alleles
should be avoided. Secondly, large differences in fragment
lengths among alleles were observed due to the ease of dis‐
tinguishing alleles. Third, the Na and He values were high
because these markers facilitate efficient genetic identifica‐
tion. Therefore, we hypothesized that SSR markers with the
following characteristics were suitable candidates for estab‐
lishing an efficient genetic identification system: 1. Tri- or
more nucleotide motifs; 2. Null alleles not observed in
accessions; 3. High Na values (more than 4); 4. High Ho
values (more than 0.5); and 5. Large differences in frag‐
ment lengths among alleles (mean amplified fragment dis‐
tance greater than 4.0). Based on the criteria above, 16 of
the SSR markers were selected as optimal SSR markers,
including two tri-nucleotide motifs (TsuAC235 and
TsuAc244), 3 tetra-nucleotide motifs (TsuAc269,
TsuAc278, and TsuAc284), 5 penta-nucleotide motifs
(TsuAc299, TsuAc300, TsuAC313, TsuAc317, and
TsuAc319) and 6 hexa-nucleotide motifs (TsuAc334,
TsuAc335, TsuAc336, TsuAc341, TsuAc342, and
TsuAc346). We confirmed that the 25 examined accessions
were successfully differentiated based on 17 combinations
of 3 optimal SSR markers based on at least one difference
in SSR genotype (e.g., TsuAC244, TsuAC269, and
TsuAC319, Supplemental Table 8), with the exception of
‘Yonekura’ and ‘MD-2’. Because the three SSR markers
amplified different ranges of PCR fragments, multiplexed
PCR analyses of the markers could efficiently identify the
accessions simultaneously.

SSR marker generally exhibits the polymorphism due to
the difference of the number of repeat motifs, and their
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mean fragment length difference among alleles is thus
expected to be the same or larger than that of the repeat
motif length. However, SSR markers with tetra- to hexa-
nucleotide repeats displayed smaller fragment length differ‐
ences among alleles than their repeat motif length. This
suggests that both repeat number and small indels around
SSRs should be involved in fragment length polymor‐
phisms of SSR markers. In addition, in this study estab‐
lished SSR markers tended to have low repeat numbers.
High repeat numbers of SSR markers tended to show high
mean fragment length differences among alleles in di- and
tri-nucleotide motifs. This is likely because larger repeat
number SSRs frequently contain repeat number mutations,
and the possibility of including alleles with two or more
differences in repeat numbers would be increased if this
were the case. Since SSRs in 454 GS FLX+ sequences
were more abundant in smaller numbers of repeats, ran‐
domly selected SSRs for PCR primer design tended to be
low in repeat number. Low mean fragment length differ‐
ences among alleles in tetra- or greater nucleotide motifs
could be attributed to the low repeat numbers of SSRs. To
develop optimal SSR markers for genetic identification,
higher repeat numbers would be preferable.

The ‘Yonekura’ and ‘MD-2’ pineapple cultivars could
not be distinguished in the present study due to the identical
genotypes among all of the SSR markers. The derivation of
‘Yonekura’ has not yet been clearly defined, but ‘Yonekura’
has nonetheless been used in cross-breeding trials at
OPARC in Japan, and the breeding population derived from
‘Yonekura’ has been used to develop DNA markers for leaf
margin phenotype (Urasaki et al. 2015). The cultivar
‘MD-2’ was developed by Del Monte Fresh Produce Inter‐
national and has gained a major market share, particularly
on the international flesh fruit market (Chan et al. 2003).
Breeding selection in pineapples is largely conducted
through clonal selection, in which superior individual
plants are selected from the field and eventually multiplied
as new clones (Chan et al. 2003). Considering the genetic
similarity between ‘MD-2’ and ‘Yonekura’, it is probable
that a commercial grower (or growers) selected superior
individuals in an ‘MD-2’ field and then named the resulting
clone ‘Yonekura’. Additionally, qualitative traits (leaf mar‐
gin phenotype and fruit color) were the same and quantita‐
tive traits (fruit weight, harvest day, soluble solid content
and acidity) were very similar between ‘MD-2’ and
‘Yonekura’ (data not shown). We therefore indicate that
‘Yonekura’ is a clonal selection of ‘MD-2’.

Developed SSR markers are also useful for the construc‐
tion of genetic linkage maps and QTL analyses. Previous
genetic linkage maps were primarily constructed using
dominant markers derived from DNA fingerprinting tech‐
niques such as AFLP, RAPD, and ISSR (Carlier et al. 2004,
2006, 2012, Sousa et al. 2013). These markers are associ‐
ated with limitations including limited reproducibility and
difficulty in application to other mapping populations
(Edwards and McCouch 2007). Because SSR markers pro‐

vide reliable and informative genotyping data due to their
co-dominance, our novel SSR markers will aid in the con‐
struction of informative and more widely applicable genetic
linkage maps. Map coverage and marker density can be
improved through genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) analy‐
ses, including restriction site-associated DNA sequencing
(RAD-Seq) (Davey et al. 2011). High-density genetic link‐
age maps have been constructed for several crops using the
RAD-Seq technique with SSR markers (Shirasawa et al.
2017, Yagi et al. 2017). Similar genetic linkage maps for
pineapple would be applicable in QTL analyses, and effec‐
tive QTLs could be detected for MAS in breeding pro‐
grams. Although QTL analysis could be performed using
non-dense-genetic linkage maps, Stange et al. (2013) sug‐
gested that high-density genetic linkage maps can improve
the precision of QTL localization and the resolution of
linked QTL, which enables the localization of two linked
QTL separately.

In the present study, at least one SSR marker was aligned to
each pseudo molecule of the pineapple genome from LG01
to LG25 (Supplemental Fig. 1, Supplemental Table 6).
Such SSR markers would aid in the construction of dense
genetic linkage maps by accurately identifying genotypes.
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